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From its humble beginnings--a bent nail, burlap feed bag, pair of scissors, and the good parts of

worn-out wool clothing were the original tools--rug hooking has developed into a fine art form that

allows crafters to create beautiful, complex designs with an array of high-tech tools. Basic Rug

Hooking distills the essential tools and techniques of this popular traditional craft and walks the

reader through 5 rug-hooking projects, including a table mat, a project suitable for framing, and

wearable pins, as well as traditional rugs.Rug-hooking tools and materials summarized and

explained Step-by-step instructions and photos show in detail how to hook Tips to help you develop

and refine your skills Recommended by RUG HOOKING Magazine
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I am a novice at rug hooking and this book showed me exactly what to do and answered some of

my questions. I am not taking a class because I have no time in my schedule for that -- this book is

teaching me basics. Definitely worth the money.

The format of this book is my favorite, spiral-bound, great close-up, step-by-step photos....perfect for

me, I am a hands on learner.Just enough description and nice amount of further resources listed.

Love it.



I took a class in primitive rug hooking plus purchased this book to get started. The pictures are

wonderful. The book explains the entire process and what is involved. There are references in the

back in regards to materials and resources. I would highly recommend this book if you are

interested in learning this wonderful craft. I am unable to just sit and watch TV but must be doing

something creative. This craft is very fulfilling and this book will help you to get started! It begins with

a very small project and progresses with each chapter to a more challenging project.

I have never "hooked" before, but have loving memories of those created by my grandmother. I

intend to make some for my relatives.And for myself, and my more modern tastes, it is clear than

this technique lends itself easily to any style of design.

I am just beginning to learn rug hooking and this book is great! Excellent photos and detailed

instructions with references to buy supplies if needed. Very good instructional book. Nice patterns to

start learning from.

Enjoyed the book very much. Looking at the different pictures inspires me to gain experience so I

can eventually take on the more involved pieces of work.

Great pictures and instruction! I am new to this craft, so I appreciate the thorough discussion of how

rug hooking can be done. The final results are most impressive. The company handling the delivery

of the book did well---on time, in good shape, fair prices.

This book has all of the info you need for beginning basic rug hooking. Very helpful for all rug

hookers.
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